Aiming at the task allocation in multi-target tracking of wireless sensor networks, the discrete particle swarm optimization based on nearest-neighbor is presented to reduce the communication energy consumption between nodes. First, task allocation is initialized with nearest neighbor algorithm. Then the fitness function is compared through change task allocation matrix to achieve task allocation. Simulation results show that task allocation based on particle swarm optimization can effectively reduce communication energy consumption than nearest neighbor optimization in the relatively sparse nodes coverage.
Introduction
Target tracking is an important application in wireless sensor networks. Task allocation is an important component of target tracking. It brings about challenge of the collaborative task allocation mechanism research due to the unique characteristics of dynamic topology and limited strictly resource in wireless sensor networks. It demands that task allocation mechanism is simple, effective and has a certain robustness, fault tolerance, scalability and dynamic adaptability. Therefore, the appropriate task allocation technology has a significant role in promoting target tracking research
In the existing task allocation research of multi-target tracking, the reference [1] only aims at the situation that . tracks a target and the nodes are a special distribution of an equilateral triangle, chooses the nearest three nodes to realize target tracking and positioning, without considering these situations that these randomly distributed nodes and communication energy consumption and other factors. The reference [2] proposes a kind of autonomy node selection method while taking into account positioning accuracy and energy requirements, but does not consider the situation of multi-target tracking and resource conflicts. The reference [3] proposes dynamic alliance to realize collaborative task allocation and solve the resource conflict between a number of dynamic alliances in order to reduce the communication energy between the sensor nodes. Liu Mei [4] Aiming at reducing the system communication energy consumption in task allocation of WSN, this paper realizes task allocation by particle swarm optimization. The paper shows mainly that: (1) The mathematical model of multi-target tracking node allocation is established, the communication energy consumption under the certain tracking accuracy is considered as the improves this algorithm by establishing combination performance index of tracking precision and energy consumption and initializing with the nearest neighbor method in Neurons to achieve the best compromise of system power, precision and real-time.
leading indicator of the optimized objective function; (2) The discrete particle swarm optimization is initialized by the nearest neighbor algorithm to obtain the optimal allocation result as quickly as possible.
Task allocation description of target tracking
In the multi-target tracking, many dynamic tracking clusters are needed to track targets. These nodes allocation uses the minimum energy criterion. Taking into account the positioning accuracy, a dynamic tracking cluster needs at least three sensors to perform a target tracking. It also need that Node Task Allocation based on PSO in WSN Multi-target Tracking LIU Mei, HUANG Dao-ping, XU Xiao-ling considers the sensor capacity constraints, a node only joins a cluster and a cluster only achieves a target tracking. In the overlapping coverage areas of the cluster, different tracking tasks need the same node resource, because a node can only join a cluster, which will produce the phenomenon of node resource competitive conflicts. Shown in Fig. 1 , assuming that the two targets of T1 and T2 in the S1 node detection region (dotted circle) at some point, then S1 would need to be resolved whether to join the monitoring alliance and which monitoring alliance. In this case, we must optimize the critical nodes allocation to track targets. The node energy consumption consists of the sensing, data processing, communication between nodes. This paper utilizes the radio communication model. E Tx /E Rx denotes the energy consumption of the node transmit/receive information respectively , the node energy consumption of transmits by kbit data through distance d that comprises transmission circuit power consumption and power amplifier consumption, through the formula descript (1):
The node energy consumption of transmitting kbit data can describe as the formula (2): ( ) ( )
Where E Tx_elec describe as the energy consumption of the node transmit circuit, E Tx_amp describe as the energy consumption of the node amplifier circuit, E Rx_elec describe as the energy consumption of the node receiving circuit, E elec describe as receiving/sending circuit receives/sends every bit of energy consumption, ε amp and ε' amp describe as energy consumption of the node amplifying circuit transmits every bits of signal in per unit area, d 0 is a threshold distance. The communication between nodes has a dominant position in energy consumption, so the algorithm only consider the communication energy consumption ignoring other energy consumption; the radio communication model is used in this paper, a distributed tracking fusion architecture is used, the total energy consumption is expressed as formula (3):
Where Ω c is a dynamic alliance composed by nodes; ε amp is needed energy of each bit in power amplifier；ε ele is needed energy of each bit in filters and other electronic devices; l n is the total quantity of data that transferred from the node n; d nk is the distance between the target n and the chosen node k. 1) The node s n can only be assigned to track the target t m or sleep. This can be solved that these multi-target tracking resource conflicts of many clusters. It is expressed as formula (6):
2) The goal t m requires that the tracking cluster c m composed by three nodes to ensure positioning accuracy. It is expressed as formula (7):
3) d mn is the distance between the target m and the chosen node n, d n1n2 is the distance between node n 1 and node n 2 in dynamic tracking cluster. The formula (5) shows that the communication distance in m dynamic tracking cluster is minimal.
Task allocation based on PSO

The PSO Description
PSO simulates the bird flock predatory behavior, each bird will be abstracted as a massless and sizeless particle to represent a candidate solution of the problem, the "particles" moves regularly and finds the optimal solution after a number of iterations in the solution space.
The PSO mathematical description as follows: Suppose that a D-dimensional target space, there are the N particles representing potential problems solutions form a group, of which the ith particle is expressed as a D-dimensional vector, X i =[x i1 ,x i2 ,…, x iD ], i= 1,2, ..., N; the ith particle position is X i in the D-dimensional search space, the flight speed is V i =[v i1 ,v i2 ,…,v iD ]; P i is defined as the searchable individual optimal location of the ith particle,
The particle updates the speed and position in accordance with such formula (8)、(9) in each iteration:
where i=1,2,3,…N; t is the iterative number; w is the weighting factor, c 1 ，c 2 is the learning factor, which adjust the flown maximum step size of the best individual particle and the best global particle respectively; r 1 ，r 2 is random number between [0,1]. Particles update through learn continuously, P g is get as a global optimal solution at last. We must note that task allocation of wireless sensor network is a discrete problem, the basic PSO is designed for the continuous problem, solving the task allocation Node Task Allocation based on PSO in WSN Multi-target Tracking LIU Mei, HUANG Dao-ping, XU Xiao-ling needs to design a discrete PSO algorithm. Therefore, the discrete PSO particles and operations are defined. Particle position X represents a task allocation scheme, which can be expressed as X=(X 1 ;X 2 ;…;X j ;…; X M ), 1≤ j≤M; X j =(x j1 ,x j2 ,…, x ji ,…,x jN )，1≤i≤N。M is the target number, N is the nodes number. x ji =1 represents that the ith node distribute to track target j, x ji =0 represents that the ith node does not distribute to track target j.
Task Allocation based on PSO
① Initialization of PSO In the initialization of PSO, if there is not the priori condition, we assign randomly the initial solution according to the specific requirements. However, if we initialize PSO according to some priori conditions to search the optimal solution more quickly. Depending on the target tracking requirement, we ensure that the target can communicate within least three nodes at the communication radius at first. An effective tasks distribution of the initial program is produced according to the demand. There, we select the initial value that the nearest three distances between these nodes and the target to track targets. It ensured that the running result of PSO is not higher than the running results of the nearest neighbor at least. Assume that task allocation as follows matrix (10) (8), according to the distribution scheme, the 1th, 2th and 4th nodes are assigned to track the target 1, the 3th node is assigned to track the target 2, the last one is assigned to track the target 3.
② Fitness Function, Individual and Global Extremum
The fitness function as the evaluation criteria that need to be able to reflect the project objective of solving problem and constraint in PSO, since task allocation is constrained combinatorial optimization problem, so fitness function must deal with these constraints. The fitness function is therefore taken as the objective function. Meanwhile, condition is limited by according to the practical application.
Second, the best position that particles have experienced are calculated as pb i (t) , that is, particles that have experienced the best fitness position, by formula (11) to determine
Finally, the best positions of all particles are calculated, that is the global best position by formula
Particle velocity and position are evolved according to PSO formula. If the objective function fitness reaches a sufficient degree or a pre-set value, then the judge concluded, otherwise continue.
Simulation
We simulate PSO algorithm with MATLAB 7.0. There are 60 sensors disposed randomly in 100m×100m sensing area and three targets is in uniform linear motion. The sensor's detection radius is 20m. The sampling interval in simulation is 1s. Suppose that at least three nodes can detect each target all the time. The experiment using a set of parameters is as follows: PSO parameters are w = 1, c1 = c2 = 2, cycles n = 100; target trajectories and node distribution diagram are in Fig. 2 , which display the node task allocation in a moment. The energy consumption comparison of task allocation between PSO and nearest neighbor algorithm is in Fig. 3 . The simulation results indicate that PSO is better than the nearest-neighbor algorithm as a whole, the energy consumption of nearest-neighbor algorithm is far greater than PSO when the nodes have more options and the distance between the nodes is far. When the node distribution is relatively dense and closer between target and nodes, if the distance between the node and the target and the distance between nodes and nodes are in close proximity, the result difference of nearest-neighbor algorithm and PSO is not significant. The calculations show that the average energy consumption index of the nearest neighbor algorithm and PSO is 152.83 and 142.083 in 20 sampling interval respectively. The energy consumption in PSO is reduced 7.03% compared with the nearest neighbor algorithm. In the practical application, the nodes distribution and the distance between targets and nodes will generally not be too intensive, PSO would be even better demonstrated its superiority.
Conclusion
Discrete particle swarm optimization based on nearest neighbor algorithm realizes the optimal task allocation in muti-targets tracking in the minimum resources and the limited time, extends the network life as much as possible. It's suit for resource-limited WSN.
